
 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS Colossians 2:16-23 

Read Colossians 2:16-23 (and pray) 

 

1. ‘Religion’ is based on performance. It is based on the idea that spirituality is about observance of 

rules. According to verse 16, how do religious people view others? 

 

2. In the light of verse 16, how should we view vegetarians? How should vegetarians view South 

Africans er… meat lovers? What happens if someone keeps the Sabbath? How should Sabbath 

keepers view us? Is it right or wrong to observe Christmas? How should we view those who drink 

alcohol in moderation and how should tea totallers view those who enjoy a glass of wine or a 

beer? 

 

3. Following on from the previous question, we may be tempted to think that everything is 

permissible and Christianity is free from all constraints as long we don’t judge others. In 1 

Corinthians 10 there are 4 principles that guide Christians in matters which are open to individual 

choice. What are they? 1. 10:23a 2. 10:23b 3. 10:24 and 4. 10:31. In the light of these principles, 

what would you say to Christians who vape? 

 

4. The Old Testament taught us to observe many things such as, keep the Sabbath; not to have 

tattoos; not to eat pork; not to wear a jumper mixed with both wool and cotton; and not to forget 

the Passover etc. Why according to verse 17 are these no longer applicable? 

 

5.  In verse 18, Paul names 3 things that he worries will tend to disqualify the Colossian Christians: 

ascetism; worship of angels and visions. When some people insist on harsh treatment of the body 

such as vegetarianism or fasting, or they insist on angels and spirits, or they insist on visions, 

what effect does this have on other Christians who aren’t ascetic, who aren’t into angels and who 

aren’t getting visions? What would you say to someone who comes to you and says, ‘God gave 

me a vision for you’? 

 

6. Paul obviously loves the Colossian Christians because the language he uses of those who are 

upsetting them is quite harsh. Look closely at verse 18b and 19. What 4 ways does Paul use to 

describe someone who is into ascetism, angels and visions? If these things won’t help us grow 

spiritually, what will according to verse 19? 

 

7. To the average Joe, the Roman Catholic priests look very spiritual. They dress differently, they have 

a whole lot of rules and regulations, they are extremely harsh about the body – i.e. they don’t have 

sex. They have given up sex to be devoted to God. They fast during Lent and they do many other 



extremely religious things. Look closely at verse 20-23. How do these verses help us understand 

what’s going on in the Roman Catholic church today? Do man-made religious rules have any 

‘value in stopping the indulgence of the flesh’? Why not? 

 

Leaders Notes 

1. Religion always makes us judge others. We rate people according to whether they are 

performing better or worse than ourselves. We either look down on others because they are 

not performing as well as we are, or, we venerate others because they have outperformed us. 

2. It doesn’t matter whether we observe the Sabbath or not, or any special day or not, what 

matters is that we don’t judge other Christians who take a different view than we do. Judging 

others is worse that observing or not observing rituals and regulations. 

3.  It is true that there are many areas of life where the Bible is silent and we can make our own 

choices about whether we should or shouldn’t do something. But the principles that guide our 

decision are 1. Is it helpful? 2. Does it build up? 3. Is it good for my neighbour? 4. Does it bring 

glory to God? 

4. The Old Testament was, according to Paul, the schoolmaster that leads us to Christ (Gal 3:24). 

The OT rules were designed to mark Israel out as a special people of God and prepare them for 

the coming of the Messiah. Now that Jesus Christ has arrived, we have arrived. No longer are 

we preparing to meet our God, we have met Him. And He lives within us and His Spirit within us 

changes us from within. Now we do what pleases Him, not by observing rules and regulations, 

but loving Him with all our hearts and loving our neighbour as ourselves. Which means don’t eat 

pork if you live in a Muslim neighbourhood but feel free to have bacon and eggs with your 

family. 

5. People who insist on these things tend to make other Christians feel smaller or inadequate or as 

if they haven’t got the full monty. The inevitable effect of all this stuff is that it divides Christians 

into the have’s and the have nots – those who have all this super spirituality and the ordinary, 

plane Jane Christians who don’t.  

The ‘vision for you’ thing is just one modern example. The best answer is, sort of, “Thank you 

for your care for me, but I believe that God has given me absolutely everything I need to know 

in Jesus and the more I study Him the more I get to grips with what He has given me. I don’t 

need anything more than Jesus.” 

6. Equally true, but less gentle, you could also say, “You are proud, unreasonable and pleasure 

seeking and you’re not clinging to Jesus!” This is because the four things are: ‘puffed up’, 

‘without reason’, ‘sensuous’ and ‘not holding fast to the Head’. The only way to grow spiritually 

is to keep clinging to Jesus – see 2:6,7 again! – to get the growth that comes from God. 

7. Harsh treatment of the body, rules about ‘not touching’ and ‘not tasting’ always look 

impressive. People who are vegetarian or fast because of their beliefs tend to look more sincere 

then people who are more relaxed. But the truth is, this stuff doesn’t work. It has no value 

according to Paul. Why? Because true spirituality is internal and spirit led as we cling to Christ. 

Outward conformity cannot change the heart. Not that doing these things is wrong in itself – we 

mustn’t judge others – but we do insist that as a way of growing in godliness and spirituality 

they don’t help. It is not wrong to be a vegetarian. It is wrong to insist that it is spiritually better 

to be a vegetarian. It is not wrong to not have sex and stay single for God. It is wrong to insist 

that it is more spiritual to do so. The Roman Catholic church’s mad idea that priests should stay 

celibate is probably one of the causes of the child abuse scandal which is pervasive throughout 

the RC church.  


